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Interpreting Your Engagement Results
Look for the engagement story behind the numbers.
The Q12 survey results report provides a snapshot in time of the team’s engagement level. The best way to 
understand the numbers and know what is really going on in the workgroup is to discuss the results with the 
team. Reference this guide to help interpret your team’s results.

GRANDMEAN

My team’s GrandMean is:

What do you think your GrandMean score says about your team’s engagement?

STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES

My team’s strength is (i.e., the highest-scoring Q12 item relative to Gallup’s global database): 

 • How do these items help your team be successful?

 • What are you and the team consciously doing to make these items strong?

My team’s opportunities are (i.e., the two lowest-scoring Q12 items relative to Gallup’s global database): 

 • How might this information be relevant to the team?

 • How do these items limit the team’s effectiveness?

 • What should the team do more of to increase these scores?

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

 • What do the results say about how your team works together to get things done?

 • What do the results say about your team’s relationships, communication style and problem-solving?
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  INTERPRETING YOUR ENGAGEMENT RESULTS  

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN INTERPRETING YOUR ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

 D Focus on the high scores. These are areas of strength. It is important to take steps to ensure that these 
items remain strengths. You should consider what your team is doing to continue to contribute to 
these strengths.

 D Think about where your team might experience the biggest increase in engagement. Where are your 4s? 
A 4 suggests that the need is often met, but not consistently so.

 D Pay close attention to the first six elements of engagement (Q01-Q06).  The first six elements represent 
the foundation of the engagement hierarchy. These form the foundation of a great place to work. Basic 
Needs and Individual form the foundation of a great place to work. Without a solid base, it is a challenge 
to build on employee engagement. 

 D Consider your team’s performance goals or challenges. Determine which element of engagement you 
should focus on to achieve the greatest impact on meeting or exceeding the goals or challenges.

 D You do not own the results alone; the team owns them. While you can do a lot to create a positive 
and productive environment, each team member needs to contribute to improving engagement within 
the team.

 D Interpretations can vary from employee to employee. Talk with your employees to learn what each 
element means to them. 

 D The Q12 survey results report provides a snapshot in time of the team’s engagement level. The best way 
to understand the numbers and know what is really going on in the workgroup is to discuss the results 
with the team.

QUESTIONS TO ASK MY TEAM

 •

 •

 •

 •


